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Abstract
Seismic interferometry is an efficient technique to extract the Empirical Green's Function (EGF)
between station pairs when the source is considered at one of the stations. The geometry and
energy flux of asymmetric noise sources have unavoidable impacts on the extracted EGFs,
deduced from ambient seismic noise recorded in pairs of stations. In this study, to consider these
effects, three methods of noise correlation functions stacking (linear, root mean square, root mean
square ratio) are investigated using synthetic and real data processing. During synthetic data
processing, effects of the noise sources geometry and energy flux inside and outside the Fresnel
zone are examined. After separating stationary and non-stationary sources, the results have shown
that the root mean square ratio contains the least effects of non-stationary signals compared to
other methods of stacking. Moreover, comparison of the EGFs from the recorded data in
Azerbaijan (NW Iran), indicates that the signal retrieved by root mean square ratio is more reliable
than the other stacking methods' signals (e.g., linear, root mean square).

Keywords: Asymmetric distribution of noise energy flux, Empirical Green's functions, Fresnel
zone, Non-stationary signals, Root Mean Square Ratio stacking.

1. Introduction
Seismic interferometry is a method that
predicts the cross-correlations of all
combinations of noise recorded yields to the
Green's function between two receivers. In
recent years, extracting empirical Green's
functions (hereafter EGFs) from long-time
recorded ambient seismic noise have been
increasingly important (e.g. Lobkis and
Weaver, 2001; Derode et al., 2003;
Wapenaar, 2004; Snieder, 2004; Roux et al.,
2005; Wapenaar et al., 2006; Snieder et al.,
2007). These studies show that ambient
seismic noise contains valuable information
regarding wave propagation in the medium
(Shapiro et al., 2005; Roux et al., 2005; Sabra
et al., 2005). In the ideal uniform sources
distribution, cross-correlations of ambient
seismic noise recorded at two stations, yield
an inter-station EGF (Weaver and Lobkis,
2001; Snieder, 2004; Gouédard et al., 2008;
Tsai, 2009). The results produced by this
cross-correlation technique have been applied
in reconstruction of the Earth's velocity and
anisotropy structures in different regions
especially in the aseismic area (e.g. Shapiro
and Campillo, 2004; Prieto et al., 2009).
Uniform distribution of noise sources or
energies in different azimuths is the main
*Corresponding author:

condition in determining the accurate EGF
between the station pairs using the
interferometry methods (Wapenaar, 2004;
Stehly et al., 2006). Obviously, the condition
for the homogeneous distribution of sources
and energies is not always established in realworld conditions. In other words, the
distribution of sources and energies around
the station pairs is sufficiently symmetrical
only in rare cases. Recent studies regarding
noise source distribution show the dominant
presence of them in oceanic regions
(Stutzmann et al., 2009; Landes et al., 2010).
Due to the presence of noise sources in
oceanic areas and their severe seasonal
variations (Sens-Schönfelder and Wegler,
2006; Meier et al., 2010), the distribution of
sources is anisotropic and directional (Stehly
et al., 2008). Failure to properly distribute
these parameters leads to an inaccurate
determination of the Green's function
(Snieder and Sens-Schönfelder, 2015; Liu
and Ben-Zion, 2016).
Many researchers (e.g. Schuster et al., 2004;
Snieder, 2004; Wapenaar et al., 2004; Roux
et al., 2005; Snieder et al., 2006) believe that
the existence of sources located near the
receiver line (inside the Fresnel zone) has a
m.safarkhani@ut.ac.ir
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major roole in reconnstructing thee EGF. Thiss
result is obtainedd using the
t
integraal
approxim
mation of overall
o
sourrces by thee
stationarry phase metthod (Sniedeer, 2004). Wee
refer to these sources as station
nary sourcess,
which arre inside the Fresnel zon
ne as outlinedd
in Figuure 1. Theerefore, in a uniform
m
distributtion of sourrces in the medium (ass
demonsttrated in Fiigure 1), th
he stationaryy
sources play a major ro
ole in thee
reconstruuction of the real EGF between thee
station ppairs. Assum
ming full sourrce coveragee,
the enerrgy emitted by sources outside thee
Fresnel zone destruuctively interrferes in thiss
process. In this stuudy, we refer to thesee
sources aas non-statioonary sourcess.
In this ppaper, we arre looking fo
or a solutionn
where tthe long-teerm averagee of cross correlations convergges towards the accuratee
EGF. In this way, thhree methods of stackingg
includingg linear (hereeafter LIN, see
s Bensen eet
al., 20077), root meann square (herreafter RMS
S,
see Shirrzad and Shoomali, 2013), root meann
square ratio (heereafter RM
MS-R, seee
Safarkhaani and Shhirzad, 2019
9) has beenn
investigaated with synnthetic and reeal data.
2. Data set
Figure 1 shows the synthetic daata for a paiir
of stations A and B with coordinates [-4, 0]],

[4, 0] and the inter-station
i
distance of 8 km.
Staations A [-4, 0] and B [4, 0] are surrou
unded
witth 144 sourcces located iin a circle with
w a
rad
dius 40 km (ssee Figure 1)). The distrib
bution
of 144 sources with a 2.5-ddegree interv
val on
the circle (360
0-degree aziimuthal coveerage)
around the stattion pair deppicted in thee right
pan
nel of the Fig
gure 1. Baseed on the Fig
gure 1,
the numbering of the sourcces starts fro
om the
east part of the studiedd region and
a
it
con
ntinues in th
he countercloockwise direction
alon
ng the line passes
p
througgh between A and
B station
s
pair. For more rregularity, so
ources
are named with four--digit charracters
including S and
d counter (e.gg. S001, S00
02 and
etc..; see right paanel of Figurre 1).
All functions for sources are the negative
norrmalized second derivatiive of a Gau
ussian
fun
nction, called
d the Rickerr wavelet, with 10
sam
mples per seccond (SPS). Figure 2 (m
middle
pan
nel) shows the
t Ricker wavelet, y(t
(t)=[12π2f 2t 2]×exp[--π2f 2t2], wheere f and t are
a the
freq
quency (Hz)) and time ((s), that wou
uld be
pro
opagated in a half-space and flat meedium
(wiithout any topographyy) with constant
velocity (1.0 km/s)
k
and nno reflectorr. The
wav
veforms reecorded byy these source
s
fun
nctions for sttations A andd B are show
wn on
the right and
d left paneel of Figu
ure 2,
resp
pectively.

Figure 1. Sources and reeceivers geomeetry with 2.5° eevenly distributed sources (yelllow stars) on a circle with radius 40
km. Light grayy parabolas ind
dicate Fresnel zoone (stationary and non-stationary zones), staations (red trian
ngles A
[-4, 0] and B [4,
[ 0]). The sourrce names are sstarted from [40
0, 0] in countercclockwise with S001 to S144.
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Figuree 2. Ricker wavvelet source fun
nction (middle panel) and recorded data at sttations A (left ppanel) and B (rright panel)
respectively.

3. Th
he Method and
a some ressults
In thiis section, we
w examine how
h
well we can
retrieeve the accuurate inter-staation EGF w
with
synthhetic data in two
t cases inccluding (1) ffully
and ((2) selected coverage of
o sources (w
with
gaps in betweenn and also no
n differencee in
ampliitude). In the first case, three groupps of
in a
sourcce combinations will be investigated
i
circlee with a raddius of 40 km (Figuree 1).
Thesee three groupps include so
ources insidee the
Fresnnel zone, soources outsiide the Freesnel
zone and all souurces inside and outside the
Fresnnel zone. Also, in order to simplify , all
groupps contain signals with
w
the saame
ampliitude. The cross-correlat
c
tion of recorrded
wavees from thhese source functions for
statioons A and B are shown in
n Figure 3a. T
This
figuree shows the collecttion of nnoise
correlation functions (hereafteer NCFs) forr the

(a)

station pair A-B as a function of
o source
number. Bassed on sourcces located in
nside and
outside the Fresnel
F
zonee, the NCF siignals are
separated by
y the stationaary (blue tracces), nonstationary (gray traces)) signals. Therefore,
T
the LIN staacking has been formu
ulated by
Equation (1)):
n

EGF   NC
CFi 
i 1

n

  NCF
i 1
n1

 NCF
i 1

stationa
ary

i

i

stationarry

 NCFi non  sttationary  

(1)

n2

  NCFi nonn  stationary
i 1

where n is the number of NCFs an
nd n1+n2
equal to n.
n Thereforee, LIN staccking of
group
aforemention
ned
threee
source
combination
ns is depictedd in Figure 3b
b.

((b)

Figuree 3. (a) Fully diistribution of stationary and noon-stationary NCFs
N
are shown by blue and grray signals as a function of
source num
mber. (b) Indicaates the LIN staacking NCF sig
gnals correspond
ding to sourcess located inside the Fresnel
zone (bluee signal), outsid
de the Fresnel zoone (gray signaal) and all sourcces (black signaal).
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Since thhe NCFs of the stationaary and nonncompletelyy
stationarry
sourcees
are
independdent of eachh other, Equaation (1) cann
be expreessed as:
n1

n2

i 1

i 1

EGF   NCFi stationary   NCFi nonstationary

(2))

In the fuull coverage of sources, a comparisonn
of blackk and bluee signals in
n Figure 3bb
indicatess that the NCFs
N
of stationary zonee
contribuute constructtively to reetrieve interrstation E
EGF. Also, thhe non-statio
onary signalss
affectingg the reconsttructed inter-station EGF
F
are almoost eliminateed by stackin
ng as shownn
in this ffigure. Hencce, Equation
n (2) can bee
summariized as a goood approximaation:
n1

EGF   NCFi stationary
i 1

n2

 NCF
i 1

non  stationary

i

(3))

0

(a)

(d)

ources
Thee isotropic distribution of noise so
is seldom
s
posssible in the real earth model.
m
In the second case, in oorder to consider
a more
m
realisticc example, seeven NCF signals
exccited by sou
urces in thee pure statiionary
(S0
005, S072), pure
p
non-stattionary (S105
5) and
mix
xed
stationary
and
non-statiionary
(S0
030+S105+S072,
SS005+S030+
+S105,
S00
05+S030, S1
105+S072) zoones are sho
own in
Fig
gure 4. The sources
s
are llocated at a radius
of 40 km and are random
mly selected. With
thiss accidental selection, thhe random nature
n
of the sourcees/random w
wavefield/raandom
exccitation is taken intto accountt for
calcculating the Green's funnction. Notab
bly, in
thiss case, it is not possiblle to estimate the
effeect of each segment on thhe retrieved signal
by changing all
a paramete
ters of the ideal
the
con
Thus
ndition
sim
multaneouslyy.
amp
plitudes (eneergy) of all siignals are eq
qual.

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g
g)

Figure 4. Selected distribbution of sourcees within pure sstationary (a), pure
p
non-station
nary (b, c), mixe
xed stationary an
nd nonstationary (d, e,
e f, g).
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Becauuse of stattionary and non-stationnary
sourcces existennce in a signal ((e.g.
S105+S072), Equuation (2) do
oes not applyy in
this case. Thereefore, in orrder to retriieve
reliabble inter-stattion EGF, th
he NCF siggnals
are innvestigated by the LIN,, RMS (Shirrzad
and S
Shomali, 2013) as well as the RM
MS-R
stackking methodd (Safarkhan
ni and Shirz
rzad,
2019)). The RMS stacking method, which was
first introduced by Shirzad
d and Shom
mali
(20133) includes thhe following
g steps: first,, the
RMS
S values should
s
be calculated for
expeccted signal windows
w
asssociated to eeach
positiive and neggative elapse-time sidess of
NCFss. In this exxample, the expected siggnal
windoow is betweeen 5 and 9 s that is depiccted
by grreen columnn in Figure 5a. Then, aafter
sortinng the RMS values, the RMS
R
curvess are
definned. In the next
n
procedu
ure, a threshhold
valuee is selected based on th
he change inn the
gradient of RMS curves.
In thhis study, we
w improve RMS stackking
methood by definning new co
onstraint of ddata
selectting and calll it RMS-R stacking methhod.
Accoording to this issue, zero-llag's RMS vaalue
of NC
CFs is compputed in addition to posiitive
and nnegative elappse-time sidees. The zeroo-lag
is deefined from zero to starrt of the siggnal
windoow in this sttudy. Then, RMS curve was
definned based onn the ratio off RMS valuees in
positiive and neggative elapse-time sidess to

(a)
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zero-lag's ones for each inteer-station
individually.
In other worrds, this NCFF selection (RMS-R=
RMSexpected_ssignal_window/RM
MSzero_lag_winddow
of
NCF signal)) defined ass a ratio of the
t RMS
value of stattionary and nnon-stationarry signals
(Safarkhani and Shirzaad, 2019). Based
B
on
this illustrattion, Equatioon (1) can be
b simply
rewritten as:
m



EGF   NCFi stationary  N
NCFi non stationary



(4)

i 1

where m is the numbeer of selecteed NCFs
based on RM
MS-R conditition, and alw
ways m≤n.
The result of LIN, RMS, and RMS-R
stacking off seven (st
stationary and nonstationary) signals are shhown in Figu
ure 5b.
In order to compare
c
staccking methods on the
real dataset,, we used ccontinuous data
d
from
seven seism
mic stationss deployed in the
Azerbaijan region
r
(NW
W Iran) as paart of the
permanent array
a
of the IIranian Seism
mological
Center (IrSC
C). Seven sstations in the
t interstation distaance range bbetween 47 and 198
km depicted
d in Figure 66a. These staations are
equipped with shorrt period sensor
(Kinemetrics SS-1) andd the continu
uous data
were record
ded with 500 SPS. Thee vertical
component of continuuous seismic noise
(data) was considered
c
ffrom Decem
mber 2011
to Decemberr 2012.

((b)

Figuree 5. (a) Selectted distribution of stationary and non-statio
onary NCF sign
nals are shownn as a function
n of source
number. In right side: the
t name of paarticipating sourrces; and in thee left side: partticipating signaals in RMS,
king methods. Expected and zero-lag windo
ows are illustraated by green and yellow
RMS-R, and LIN stack
columns respectively. (b
b) Indicates thee stacked NCF signals
s
correspo
onding to (a) diistribution.
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Data prreparation was
w
applied
d based onn
a standaard commonn low-frequeency methodd,
as desccribed by Bensen et al. (2007)).
This m
method inclludes segm
mentation oof
the conntinuous raw data in
nto 10 minn
time w
windows (Saafarkhani and
a
Shirzadd,
2017), reemoving thee mean and trend,
t
one-biit
time ddomain noormalization, frequencyy
whiteninng (0.1-0.33 Hz) to
o suppresss
the influuence of earthhquake signaals, removingg

ustrial
insttrument irrregularities and indu
noise related to the human aactivity (Ben
nsen et
al., 2007). Thus, after thhe preparatio
on of
the raw data, the preparred 10 min
n data
werre cross-corrrelated betw
ween all po
ossible
com
mbinations of
o the statiion pairs. Figure
F
6b--f depicts the raw ddata recordeed in
SHB-SRB statiion pair andd the steps of data
pro
ocessing on Dec. 28, 22012 at the same
tim
me.

Figure 6. (a) Depicts reggion of study (N
NW of Iran) andd data processin
ng steps includiing (b) removinng mean and treend, (c)
time domain normalization,
n
(d) left panel: before , right panel: after frrequency (0.1-00.3 Hz) whiten
ning (e)
cross-correlatiion, (f) stacking
g for SHB-SRB
B station pair wiith inter-station 186 km on Decc. 28, 2012.
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4. Disscussion
One of the main
m
assump
ptions in m
most
appliccations of seeismic interfferometry is that
sourcces should be fairly well
w
distribuuted
arounnd the statioon pair to recover
r
accuurate
EGFss (e.g. Wapeenaar and Fokkema,
F
20006).
Each deficiency in the com
mplete azimuuthal
distribution of soources directly leads to nnonsymm
metricity andd deviations in the retrieeved
inter--station EGF
F signal. The simple classsical
LIN sstacking of NCFs
N
(from all sources) will
not ssolve this prroblem, becaause the eneergy
(sourrces) is geneerally non-un
niform. In m
many
studiees (e.g. Steehly et al., 2006; Snieeder,
2004)), the researrchers increaase the duraation
of thhe recorded ambient seeismic noisee to
overccome this efffect. Althou
ugh this sim
mple
condiition would be
b able to en
nhance the S
SNR
of rettrieved EGFs in some stu
udies, it is nnot a
suitabble approacch in thee presence of
depenndent sourcees or dominant energy fluuxes
from the non-sstationary zone.
z
Howeever,
somee researchers used diffferent typess of
stackking to deccrease the effect of nnonstatioonary signalss on the rettrieved EGF
F. In
the syynthetic exaample, the so
ources that ggive
the m
main contribuution to the causal and aanticausaal EGFs aree those in th
he Fresnel zzone
arounnd these statiion pairs.
The main scopee of RMS stacking iss to
remove the deeterministic signals (ee.g.,
earthqquakes), andd also to extrract the coheerent

(a)
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part of NCF signals withhin the signall window
(Fresnel zon
ne) as mentiioned in Shiirzad and
Shomali (20
015). Howeveer, the non-sstationary
energy will not be com
mpletely cancceled out
using RMS stacking, whhen the distriibution of
emanated energy
e
is not uniforrm, and
stationary and
a
non-staationary sou
urces are
dependently excited. Inn this case, although
the RMS stacking
s
meethod can extract
e
a
signal with higher
h
SNR tthan the LIN
N method,
the artifact effects willl appear in retrieved
EGF as show
wn in Figure 7a.
Thus, to alleeviate this prroblem, we employed
e
an additionaal constraint that is typiccally used
in the RMS
S stacking pprocedure. We
W have
considered the
t source geeometry as one
o of the
main NCF selection
s
criiteria before stacking
procedure to
o retrieve opptimum EGF
Fs and to
enhance the SNR vaalue of thiss signal,
because thee stationary energy in the NCF
signals is characterized
c
d by cohereency and
high RMS value
v
withinn the expecteed signal
window. By
y contrast, nnon-stationarry energy
is characteriized by incooherently hiigh RMS
value within
n the zero-lagg window (ffrom zero
to start off the signaal window)). These
characteristic differencces were used to
separate thee two parts oof the energ
gy in the
NCFs to ob
btain more aaccurate inteer-station
EGF estimaations for ccases including nonideal sourcess coverage.

(b)

Figuree 7. (a) LIN (ggray), RMS (daark gray) and R
RMS-R (black) stacking metho
od for SHB-SR
RB station pair with interstation distance (186 km
m). Gray shadow
w shows the ex
xpected signal windows
w
in possitive and negattive elapseween station paiirs using RMS-R stacking metthod in the periiod band of
time sides. (b) All possible EGFs betw
3-10 s. Thhe velocity rang
ge of fundamenntal mode Rayleigh waves is highlighted
h
by ddash-lines for positive
p
and
negative lag
l times.
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As shown in Figure 5b, although EGF signals
are approximately similar within the signal
window, the RMS values within the zero-lag
window are very different. For more
scrupulously explanation, the retrieved EGF
using RMS stacking avoids only one signal
(S105), which is indicated in the left side of
Figure 5a. Whereas the RMS-R method
rejects three signals (S105, S05+S030+S105,
S030+S105+S072)
that
they
have
RMSexpected_signal_window/RMSzero_lag_window less
than 1. RMS amplitude within the expected
signal window gives information about the
energy of emitted signals by sources. Our
investigation indicated that the RMS value
ratio depends directly on frequency contents
and the energy level in the study area.
Moreover, the RMS-R method can lead to the
enhancement of the stationary signal and
also cancel out sufficiently non-stationary
signals as it is clearly shown in Figure 7a.
The figure illustrates the retrieved EGFs
using three stacking methods (LIN, RMS,
RMS-R) in the period band of 3-10 s for
SHB-SRB station pair. The expected
Rayleigh wave fundamental mode is shown
by gray window. Figure 7b shows all
available inter-station EGFs retrieved by
RMS-R stacking method wherein the gray
lines indicate velocity range of Rayleigh
waves between 1.5 and 2.7 km/s.
5. Conclusion
This study compares different stacking
methods (LIN, RMS and RMS-R) for
extracting EGFs within a relatively small
regional array in NW of Iran. The result
(Figure 5b) demonstrate that in the study
area, RMS-R method improved the quality
and stability of the inter-station EGF
significantly and decreased the effects of
non-stationary NCF signals in comparison
with LIN and RMS stacking methods. In
addition, the RMS-R stacking method can be
used for dependent sources, whereas the LIN
and RMS stacking methods are more suitable
for independent sources. To extract reliable
EGFs and apply an automatic method to
minimize the effect of energy flux and
stations geometry that may lead to some
artifacts on final resultant signals, RMS-R
stacking method would be considered as an
easy and fast way in the related data
processing.
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